The career path at Mikel’s The Paul Mitchell Experience begins with the Rising Stars. Our Rising Stars
are the first impression of what the technical experience will be. Their focus is to take our salon guest
to a level of the ultimate experience. Their intense training and certification will make them a confident
and valuable salon team member that will develop salon guest relationships.
Passion, artistry, commitment and a humble heart will allow the Rising Stars to develop the skills
necessary to become a memorable force with the guests and fellow salon team members.
Successful Rising stars are stars that are two steps ahead of the artist that they support. They are
willing, ready and able to undergo any task asked of them and continuously see things that need their
attention.
Above and beyond are the first steps to creating the ultimate Rising Star. Our team of salon
professionals will guide them through successful systems that will bring them closer to gaining the
knowledge and techniques necessary to being successful behind the chair.
Color Bartenders will help train the Rising Stars as Color bar backs with application and formulation
techniques. Style with knowledge consults will allow the Rising Stars to be on the forefront of
providing solutions to the salon guests that need professional recommendations of Take Home
products and additional future services.
Up close and personal haircutting techniques will be shared with Rising Stars to allow them to
understand not only the artistry, but the “why” & “how” of what we are cutting. The best part of the
salon experience is the shampoo before the haircut or after the color service. It is the Rising Star that
has this opportunity to connect with each and every salon guest. Their ability to engage their energy is
one of the most powerful and significant approaches during the guest experience.
You’re a shining star, no matter who you are. Shining bright to see, what you can truly be.

